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Is this a sad story or not? Part 1 of this story: After eight years of destruction under the
irrational Bush administration the rational candidate Obama wins the election and on the same
day a downard movement in stock markets begins the endpoint of which on Nov. 21, 2008
will mark a new high point of the crisis of stock markets and a new low of stock prices on that
date.

The readers of this newsletter got used to the idea however that our split off personality parts
might not be amused about the victory of the rational Obama. In the contrary this must have
been a horror for our unconscious alter egos:

Therefore we can understand that recession worries resurfaced:

It is also understandable that in the wake of the recession worries problems of banks and
carmakers intensified:

Part 2 of the sad story: Congress approves a stimulus plan and Treasury unveils a new bank
rescue plan ...

... and as a reaction stocks fell more than four percent:

Because we are split personalities our alter egos want to act out their traumatic feelings of
rage and anxiety and do not like rational politics. Therefore the Republican party as the
representatives of our alter egos behave like Talibans and want to “disrupt” the rational
change. Similarly regicidal fantasies emerge:

The present situation reminds me of the years of the seventies (stagflation) and the eigthies
(disinflation) of the last century. Turning away from inflation by means of a restrictive money
policy of the Federal Reserve under Paul Volcker might have been necessary in order to lay
the foundation for a lasting economic growth although in the short term the problem of
unemployment could not be resolved but in the contrary got worse.
Since autumn 2003 the impulses for economic growth originate from a psychological
cleansing from traumatic feelings by destruction (by means of war, social or economic
destabilisation or damaging of the environment). This way although it is very popular among
our alter egos obviously is not a solution and would lead to the situation that our societies
could not solve their problems anymore and would deprive us of the possibility to earn our
living. The societies would finally break down, money would disappear and this might be a
reason for the recent rise of the gold price which is not self-evident in a deflationary
environment.
The building of new rational structures does not appeal to the alter ego, because this is the
contrary of acting out wishes of rage and anxiety. Therefore rational politics can not always
be popular. The disgust of our alter egos however should not prevent us from appreciating the
efforts of rational politicians:

